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Archangel Zadkiel:
Yes! And so it is. A glorious afternoon to you.
With great love forever, it is time to release all fear, is it not. Yes it is!

Welcome to Forever
Oftentimes we ask, “What is forever?” What truly is forever? What a word forever is, and yet in the
recognition that in forever it is time to release all fear, there is recognition, is there not? Yes! The recognition,
an understanding, a reunification, a presence that is now coming forth with great understanding in your world
for many of each of what you would call the sparks of Divine love that come through, and are, and be, and
know and grow, just as you would water a seed and you watch the growth, each of thee in the world now is
ready and present and upon the foreverness of your Divine knowing.
What does this mean to be in the foreverness of your Divine knowing? Perhaps it is the Divine recognition
that in the release of all fear, fear can no longer be present and can not manifest, it can not grow, it can not be
manipulated, it can not exponentially take over! Perhaps when you go deep into your own heart, you can invite
and ask your own Soul in its own recognition of what is forever?
Where is the fear? If the fear is there, where is the expression of Divine Love in union with fear? For with all
energy is a sacred union. All energy.

The Energy of Sacred Union

In a world that chooses to seek judgment or to offer judgment, where can the union be found when judgment is
present? Only in union with the judgment!
You see, Beloved Ones, many seek union, many seek Divine inspiration, many seek to be in Sacred Union.
YOU are always in union!
The question, Beloved One is, are you are forever in union with the truth of your Divine presence? And, are you
expressing union with the energies that are coming forward into your world of recognition with each breath?
With each breath, where is your union? With each moment, where is the union?
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If the emotional body is seeking union, it will use many methods, will it not? It will find many ways to find
its union. We offer this to you because the emotional body will often overlay as a perception of truth in your
actions, thereby creating the situation of a union energy that is amplified based upon the needs of an emotional
body. This is an important point to understand.
Where do you amplify your energy? Where do you amplify your fear?

Experiencing the Energy of Creation

Take a moment; let us do a little fun example! Close your eyes if you feel comfortable. Bring your hand to
your heart. What in your energy field is a future-oriented event that you often think about? What has come
forward immediately, if anything? Now ask yourself, “How do I feel about this event, and why is it there at
all?”
Beloved Ones, any future-oriented event that you have just brought forward is in creation in the moment now.
What are you creating in the moment now?
Pay attention to your breath, for many of you are not breathing at all. Yes. As you breathe, and as you keep
your attention here, is there an energy, is there a creation in the moment now that must come forward? That is
the gift of future-orientation, not to dismiss that it exists.
So many in your world are screaming, “Be here now; do this now.” Yes. Yet in the reality of your expression in
form having an expression of Allness, you see and experience ALL in relationship to a past, present, and future
where you are in linear understanding. If you take any line at its two end points and you bring it together, you
have a whole circle, do you not? From the middle of that point you realize that your past, present, and future
expression has been a training ground to integrate all back into one whole circle, so to speak.
We offered you this experience, because where is your mind? Did you judge the experience? Then you were in
Sacred Union with the judgment, were you not? Yes. Did you look at the future event, seeing it as positive or
negative, it does not matter, it is all in Divine perfection.
You can do this exercise with a past event and call forth the union energy to release an energy. You see
Beloved Ones, there is great power and great recognition in being present right now, and in order to fully
release all fear in the present right now, you will often need to visit the past, or visit the future, and offer to
yourself the recognition that all of these energies are here with you right now, because you already Know.
As you take a linear concept, and bring it into the whole circle, there is no past, there is no present, there is no
future. There IS…and you are…and in the recognition that you are, in the recognition that each time you bring
your attention or focus to an event, or a thought, or a creation, or a desire, or a wish, or a hope, or a prayer (so
many words you have), you are able to offer to yourself in that moment, in the now, the Sacred Union with the
energy that is seeking balance.

Stabilizing Emotional Turmoil

For example (we love examples, yes!), when you think about a past event, have you ever had a past event that
stimulates within you an emotional response? It does not matter what it is, there are many words to choose
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from…infinite words! Yet when you create within your own heart the recognition of the rumination or the
reflection, or simply the acknowledgement or observation of a past event, you are saying in that moment, “I
claim Sacred Union now.” The question is, with what energy?
Are you claiming Sacred Union with pain? Are you claiming union with joy? Are you claiming union with
fear? Are you claiming union with happiness?
Are you claiming union with wholeness?
Whenever the mind reflects outside of the moment of wholeness, it is a gift that is offering to you the
recognition of stabilization of all emotional turmoil. Whew, that’s a big one! Many hold their breath and say,
“Is that even possible?” Yes! Of course it is. Your planet is conspiring to assist you through this as well, is
she not? Many, many events in your world, in the now, are directly affected by the not so now, either the not
so now that has been, or the not so now. You even have professional forecasters, do you not? We will tell you
what is coming! Then based upon the forecast, the collective consciousness goes into Sacred Union and does its
best to manifest it, does it not?
This, Beloved Ones, is a great gift of recognition at this moment in time. Beloved Ones, your co-creative
consciousness is working overtime. It needs a siesta. We highly suggest a bath, a water, a time of break and
respite that says, “I’m disconnecting from the manifestation of the co-creative collective consciousness that is
heading toward one or another outcome.” Pay attention to your outcome!
Beloved One, when you claim your wholeness without fear, you come into Sacred Union with all events,
past, present or future. Then you are a collective contributor to the co-creative consciousness by holding
the presence of Divine perfection, wholeness, and loving recognition that all is expressing in Divine form
without contributing to the manifestation of a collective agreement made upon a world or energy based upon
a manipulated energy.
That was a mouthful! There are times when it is important to disengage your brain, then you have to stop
thinking and start feeling.

Stop thinking…Start feeling

Stop thinking, and start feeling. We offer this to you because we invite your selves to stop thinking and start
feeling. You must then pay attention and observe.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where are you feeling, from the emotional body or the spiritual body? Feel it.
What is feeling?
How does you Soul feel today?
How is your heart today?
How is your energy today?
How are your judgments today?
How is your Divine, extraordinary beautiful body today, as it houses your glorious Soul today?

There, Beloved Ones, in that moment, is the wholeness, the recognition of all Divine Union, the presence of all
that is and has ever been, manifest through you, as you.
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Your world will continue her present acting out, because she is waiting for you to wake up ever more. She says,
“Beloved One, I am here, where are you?” This we say to you with great love and reverence, unless you choose
to leave this planet (and many are), then you still are part of her, are you not? What a glorious gift indeed, to be
part of this gift in every moment, every recognition. To be able to say, “I am willing to be an active participant
by claiming my wholeness, by releasing my own judgment and by offering to the collective manifestation the
presence of wholeness,” or not!

The Choice of Wholeness

Remember dear ones, each is choosing their choice, as it is your choice. The key here is for you to be fully
present to your choices and to offer yourself to the collective consciousness in wholeness. As you offer yourself
in wholeness, your wholeness could be perceived as very dark by the standards of another, it could be very light
by the standards of another. It is an important recognition that each is claiming wholeness.
How you choose to claim your wholeness is of course, your gift.
We simply offer to you the gentle recognition and reminder that your collective world, your collective
consciousness, is bringing forth the manifested energies that are prevalent at any given time, as a whole on the
planet.
How you choose to bring forth your collective energy of your world and expression is your choice and does
indeed enter into the stream. So, Beloved Ones, when you make your choice, can you make it simply because
it is your Soul coming forward for you? Or, this is a big one, pay attention, are you making a choice based on a
judgment that it is right? This is a very important question.
Do you make your choice to move forward as a Worker of Light because you perceive it is the right thing
to do or because you know it is the truth of you? These are two very powerful discernments. Do you move
forward with all that you do because it brings your Soul joy, because every cell within your body resonates,
because there is an undeniable truth of who you express as, with, or do you make your choice seeking
approval of others? This is an important discernment.
You must get to the root center of your choice. At the root center of your choice is your greatest freedom,
because what you will find, Beloved Ones (because you are in this world right now), at the root center of your
choice, will be the remaining seed of fear that has tried to influence your choice. This remaining seed of fear
is that little, teeny, tiny one, barely a speck, and yet it carries great weight in a small package because it sits
deep within thee. It is often very good at being hidden, as they say, and it takes the opportunity to become very
powerfully connected with your Soul force energy to find this little seed.

Discovering the Root Seed of Fear

When you find that seed, that teeny, tiny little seed, then you must decide, what do I do with the seed? You will
either let it grow…OK…or perhaps you will relocate it and let it grow somewhere else. This is important to
understand, it is not that you give it away, it is that perhaps it is time to release it from this world’s experience,
from this lifetime experience, because this little seed is not of this world, Beloved Ones. It is of a cumulative
journey of your Soul as a gift of Light that has for eons expanded that is in a time of Divine reunification.
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A Soul that is seeking, ready, aware and present for unification of Oneness, that loves beyond space and time,
beyond the word of Love that you understand, that recognizes in all expressions Divine Oneness.
So you say, “Why would there be a little seed of fear?” Perhaps it is because you have grown so far, and you
have grown, expanded and traveled for so long. What does reunification look like? Perhaps it is that essential
recognition that at the core you are ready for Oneness. Perhaps it is the recognition that deep within the core,
there is a seed that says, “Oh, my goodness, what if it (reunification) really happens?” This, Beloved Ones, is
the Soul Core Energy.

Soul Core Energy

In the Soul Core Energy, your world right now is bringing you home to this gift. How you get there, how you
travel, where you bring yourself to this moment, is your gift.
Your world is very powerful, no? Yes! Your world has manifested many, many, many forms of information, of
what you would call religion. All of these are very powerful forms, are they not? Political forms, geographical
forms, little cookie cutter lines all over a planet, very funny. If all of these forms are part of Allness expressing,
then your form is part of Allness expressing. How would you like your form to be? Beloved Ones, your forms
reflect exactly where your consciousness is. Are you buoyant, or are you not? Are you comfortable, or are you
not?
To release Sacred Union with anything that you would judge, let your judgments come in, and then love them
and recognize them for what they are. Then, you are able to fully walk through them. Only when you can fully
recognize and love that which is before you, can you fully walk through it. Your world is walking through it, is
she not? You have chosen to be here for now, and so you are walking with her.
You are walking each and every breath with her. As you walk, you will run, and as you run, you will fly, and
as you fly, you will lift back into the Light of the Love that you are, and your core Soul will fly with great
freedom.
Love and recognize that there is no fear, that fear has been a gift. Fear has kept you alive. Fear has kept you
on this planet, and fear is now ready for a rest. How you let that rest come forward is your gift, and your world
is ready to receive your gift. Are you ready to give it? Take a deep breath. A gift indeed, is it not? We will
take your questions.
Archangel Zadkiel responds to multiple audience members asking for solutions and assistance around
specific physical issues by providing a powerful practice:
Beloved Ones, it seems to be physical fitness day for everyone here. Take your fingertips, feel energy grazing
into your fingertips now, and hold them and feel your fingertips getting very, very hot, tingly, radiating. Now
for each and all of you, where right now do you wish to receive this infusion of Light? Bring your fingertips
to wherever you are called. Maybe it is your heart, maybe it is your stomach, maybe it is your head. It does
not matter, this can be emotional, this can be physical, but in this radiance right now, where do you claim this?
Maybe you just wish to call in the energy, it is good. Your fingertips are alive with energy and light and love.
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You are the doctors, you are the healers, you are the surgeons, you are the one that can bring forth your greatest
joy. When you connect with this power within, it will always manifest for thee. Breathe. Gift yourself with
feeling whatever you feel, and relax. OK.
An audience member asks: I have a beloved friend who is having a hard time in body. It’s been challenging
to hold presence for both of us. My question today for him is what is happening to him? What is the gift of
this pain? What can we offer him? What is my role in this situation?
They all have the same answer. You must not enable anyone through their process. Each makes their decision.
The gift of this interaction is to witness one in their decision. When one uses another to seek answers for
themselves, they are inviting a disruption of energy. To offer you that answer, will disrupt energy. So we offer
you your answer. You are at the time of great experiential growth, and so many around you come forward to
offer you the opportunity to be in experiential growth. Experiential growth comes from an interaction, whether
it is from a human, from an event, from the world, it does not matter. How you claim this empowerment is the
gift that you bring forward for yourself.
Each being before each being in this world now, offers ir-experiential growth. We offer you this word irexperiential intentionally, because an experience offers one freedom when they recognize their experience. The
reason we put “ir” in front of it is because it is irregular according to the brain pattern that wishes to function
in a perceived manner of form. Your world is now shifting beyond its perceived matter of form. There are
quantum energies present on your planet that are unveiling now; there are many forms of energy that will soon
express in ways that scientists will go, “I have no idea! Very baffling. How did this happen?” To have an
ir-experiential experience is a great gift that you claim to yourself when you are ready to shift into quantum
recognition. Yes, each serves their role perfectly, do they not? Beloved One, stand witness to your friend’s
decision, do not enable them, and freedom comes for you both. Many blessings!
Many Blessings, Beloved Ones.
Your seed of your Soul moves beautifully.
What we see here are Lotuses of Love and Light.
Beloved Ones, you are the Gift. You are the Treasure. You are Allness.
Dance a lot, and let it be easy!
Yes, and so it is. Many Blessings.
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